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Laboratorio Aria: what is it about? 
A way to approach and work urban challenges out 

● It’s an experimental path based on collaboration 
and participation tools and methodologies in 
order to get ever more citizens involved on this 
issue 

● it’s a bottom-up research about individual 
perception and actual air quality aiming at 
raising awareness on the risk (primarily on the 
health) and get citizens to take actions to 
improve air quality.

● it’s a place to network institutions and both 
formal and informal communities concerned with 
this issue in order to enable co-design 
processes to find possible solutions.

● it’s a process to define and set out 
communication strategies and tools



Laboratorio Aria 
Project governance

FACILITATION 
GROUP (FIU)

WORKING GROUP
Municipality, Foundation for Urban Innovation, ARPAE, 

ASL, University, Metropolitan City

Scientific representative
Baraldi (CNR), Belpoggi 

(Istituto Ramazzini)

Laboratorio Aria

Thematic 
meetings 

Monitoring 
group

- Coordinates and manages 
LAB activities
- Facilitates meeting 
(meta-plan and brainstorming)

Editorial 
staff

- Supporte and drives the LAB
- Scientific supervision

- It gets key-actors owing skills and know-how on air 
quality involved
- Coordinates activities 
- Certifies communication contents from technical, 
mediacal  and scientific point of view



Laboratorio aria: the process
April ‘18

Start up and call for participation

May - June ‘18
Lab meetings (meta-plan, 

brainstorming) to analyse needs and 
set up campaign tools and contents. 

First stages of App setting up
September - November ‘18

App implementation and 
co-making of contents

December ‘18 - May ‘19
Thematic focus (health, data sharing, 
sport, PA initiatives) to make netowrk 
wider and provide APP with contents

Laboratorio 
Aria

June - September ‘18
Online survey about citizens 

perception on air quality



10 key-inputs emerged from labs
Communication
#1 - Limits of current information and communication 
campaign
#2 - Instant information about air quality and consequente 
behaviors are needed
#3 - Health as communication issue
#3 - Take advantage of collective intelligence
#4 - RElations and networks matter 
#5 - Communicate also PA choices and actions 

Monitoring and Data 
#6 - Take advantage of civic monitoring  
#7 - Data Sharing

Campaign and actions
#8 - Incremental campaign
# 9 - Integrated and participated approach (online and 
offline, top down and bottom up)
#10 - Techincal focus to develop simultaneously with 
communication activities (Health, Data sharing, Sport and 
PA initiatives)



Online survey
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Online survey

Online survey (through SurveyMonkey 
platform)

• Questionnaire was issued from 11th of june 
until 13rd of july

• Questionnaire quite challenging (32 
questions, many of them were multiple, some 
of them pretty much complicated), split in 5 
sections:

Section A – Problem perception
Section B – Air quality politics and 
individual behavior
Section C – Knowledge about the issue
Section D – Information tools and ways
Section E – Profiles of intervieweed

• Promotion and invitation to fill up through the 
web site, newsletter and SNs of FIU; intranet, 
newsletter and SNs of Bologna Municipality; 
networking by means of Lab Aria participants.

• This way we’ve been able to: get in touch 
with, and get them involved, citizens who are 
basically more informed, active and 
interested than average population.



Partecipation

High percentage of filluing up: 
87,8%

Strong motivation by respondents

Nota. Considerate incomplete le risposte di coloro che non sono giunti al termine delle prime tre sezioni del questionario (A – percezione del problema; B - Politiche per la qualità 
dell'aria e comportamenti individuali; C – Conoscenza dell’argomento) e/o che nelle medesime sezioni hanno risposto a meno del 75% delle domande.

Nota. Il criterio per valutare la completezza/incompletezza dei questionari è molto selettivo. Il fatto che, nonostante questo, siano stati considerati incompleti un numero relativamente 
basso di questionati (12,2%) denota una significativa motivazione da parte dei rispondenti e un indizio del fatto che il questionario era adeguato in termini di tempo e concentrazione 
richiesti agli stessi.

More than 2.000 
people involved

• 243 lacking
• 1 not valid
• 1.745 VALID

1.989 questionnaires filled up



Survey outcomes

https://infogram.com/labaria-i-risultati-del-questionario-sulla-qualita-dellaria-a-bologna-1hxj488g07q54vg?live
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The App: objective and functions
Objective
Inform immediately and not technically about the 
expected air quality and suggest behaviors to 
reduce one own impact
Functions
A technological output daily changing which 
proposes: 
- Graphic representation (colour) and descriptive 

(from low to high) of air pollution levels forseen 
on that day (ARPAE IQA)

- Daily sentence made out of a database of 
suggestion (“what to do if…”, elaborated by 
Lab Aria) 

- Detailed concentration of main 4 pollutants 
measured by ARPAE on the previous day

- Information about measures in place for air 
quality (in particular mobility and biomass)

Further development and interactive functions 
are planned by the end of the Lab



The App: Framework
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The App: Framework



The App: Framework



The App: Web Widgets

Scarica la app

http://www.fondazioneinnovazioneurbana.it/attivita-urban-center-bologna/45-uncategorised/1856-che-aria-e-monitora-e-migliora-la-qualita-dell-aria-di-bologna


SWOT Analysis (Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats)

Strenghts:
● Strong expertise in the design and implementation of participatory processes
● Skills on sustainable development issues
● Skills on communication issues 
● Previous work experiences in connecting bottom-up processes and top-down 

policies
● Open and shared, by many stakeholders, process
● Transversality of the topics we deal with
● Adaptable methodology to the number of participants and topics we’re 

concerned with
● Opportunity for meeting and dialogue between different bodies and 

associations
● Interaction between bottom-up and top-down approaches
● Chance to confront with institutions
● Simplification of air quality communication
● Uniformity of the message and shared communication between the bodies that 

deal with the topic

Weaknesses:
● Poor participation (meeting timetable, accessibility, information missed, etc.)
● Lack of participants acquainted with these issues
● Negative attitude towards Public Administration
● Widespread belief that “Our committment won’t change anything” (feeling a kind of 

useless)
● Inflexibility of the bodies responsible for monitoring air quality and bottom-up 

monitoring initiatives
● Economic resources
● Narrow leeway on the public politics decision compared to citizens expectations

Opportunities:
● In Bologna participatory processes, both from social and political point of view, 

has always been a distincitve feature
● Moreover, social capital and civicism forms are particularly widespread
● Active citizens concerned with civic monitoring
● Extended disclosure on the subject
● Opportuniy for citizens to confront among them and with the institutions
● Visibility of the theme

Threats:
● Misleading perception concerning air quality
● Different and contradictory communication about air quality
● Distrust in Public Administration
● Participatory processes usually get “Professional” citizens involved, instead low 

income-social and cultural capital people are not
● Different committment by surrounding cities and rest of the region
● Lack of coherence between policies and concrete actions of the PA
● Rising tension between stakeholders involved  
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